Meet the family...
Introducing our software suite
We are an entrepreneurial consultancy providing high quality actuarial and analytics
expertise, underpinned by a deep understanding of technology solutions and the use of our
bespoke high quality software.
We build our software so that our clients can have access to value adding analytics, can
operate in a more robust environment and need to use fewer resources.

Dynam.IT
¢ The Dynam.IT environment consists of a base framework with a structured process for data

importing and validation, information manipulation and calculation, and interrogation and
reporting.
¢ Customised libraries loaded into the framework provide a robust and user friendly

environment for intensive calculations.
¢ The environment provides a clear audit trail of calculation, user level security, and is built

on the latest technology platforms with the ability to integrate into enterprise systems and
data warehouses.
Reserving
¢ Our reserving application covers the full reserving process

from data import and investigation, through the technical
actuarial aspects of setting the ultimates based on
actuarial techniques and graphical output, to
management information and analytics to help the
business understand the results.
For our reserving brochure, click here
Technical Provisions
¢ Extremely fast and easy calculation of the technical

provisions, including automatic analyses of change from
previous submissions, stress and sensitivity analyses, and
rich reporting. It integrates tightly with our reserving
application to automate and streamline the calculation.
For our Technical Provisions brochure, click here

Standard Formula
¢ Easy calculation of the standard formula with the same

robust rich reporting and analytics within our other
applications. Again, it integrates tightly with the Technical
Provisions application, ensuring that most of the
calculation is automatic.
For our Standard Formula brochure, click here

Pricing
¢ Outside of the DynamIT framework, our web-

based technical pricing platform enables robust
calculation of technical rates, including formal
data capture and standardised storage of all
quotes.

Sneak peek

For our pricing brochure, click here
Analyser

Over the coming months we will
be launching two exciting new
applications to integrate into the
Dynam.IT suite and bring further
benefits to our clients. Keep an
eye on our website for the
announcement.

¢ Mining and analysing

your data to understand
the hidden relationships
and dependencies. Will
be ideal for pricing or
data exploration.

Psicle
¢ An engine to allow the

business to better use and
understand the outputs
from its risk models, and to
more easily optimise its
business.

Visit the software suite part of our website here, or read about our “pay-per-run” service here.
Dynamo Analytics is a UK and South African based consultancy that helps businesses understand the
various complexities they face in their operating environments using statistical and financial tools to
model uncertain future outcomes.

We help businesses understand the hidden complexities within their operating environments by using
cutting edge actuarial and simulation tools to model financial or operational data and processes.

Armed with these powerful analytic tools, businesses maximise the probability of achieving their
goals and aims.

We combine deep actuarial skills, strong experience in predictive modelling, and application
development expertise to help organisations make sense of the information available to them and
exploit it.
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